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RULING SHINS CANDIDATES QUALIFIED
,2084 Enrolled
At College
For A Record

Local People Attend Hickman 4-H Meeting

----A record breaking total of
2,084 students registered for the!
4,fall semester at Murray State!
'College by the _Monday deadline
fur entering .classes. announced
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar.
The figure togs.% that of last
fall's 1,897 by 187, which is approximately. I ten percent increase for the year
Murray
enrolled 1,885 in 1954 and 1,500
in 1953. The current enrollment
represents a 29 percent gain over
the tall of 1953.
1) Included in the 2.084 figure
FONTANA DELEGATES GIVE SKIT. These eight 4-H Club boys and girls from Western Kenare 196 Saturday class students.
tucky 'were past summer delegates to the Tennessee Valley. Resources Encampment at Fontana
Not included is the Training
Village. N.C. Recently they reenacted the skit, which they presented and received commendation
school which has 467 students.
during the camp, at the district meeting of the Farm Bureau at Hickman.
The 196 Saturday class regisThe Hickman meeting, held at the new Ritral.Electric Cooperation building, was attended by
trants represents an increase
130 farm bureau leaders from 10 West Kentucky counties. The 4-H members are; left to right.
over last fall's 136. This increase
Patsy Terrell. Ballard County; David Rowland, Graves; Lucretia Clark.,-.Trigg; Gayle Harper, Mcin in-service teacher registration
Cracken; Carolyn Phillips, Livingston; Jane Hargis, Calloway; Adrianne Owen, Lyon; and Dennis
is attrobuted by Dean William
Henson. Marshall. University of Kentucky Extension workers who accompanied the delegation
Nash to the natuial desire of
were Mrs. Anna C. Thompson, Area Agent. Paducah and C. 0. Bondurant. Area Agent,. Murray.
the teachers to improve their
positions under the Minimum
Hickman, Ky. — Eight outI
'Foundation Program.
standing 4-H Club members of
The 2.084 figure or this fall
Kentucky entertained
Western
exceeded the estimates of colthe quarterly meeting of the
lege officials who had forecast
Monday's complete record folFirst District Farm Bureau here
2.000 students on the basis- of a
lows:
last week with a reenactment
tight housing situation.
42
Census
of a skit they presented at the
It had been hoped earlier in
60
Adult Beds
Resource Development 4-H Enthe summer that the new mil18
Emergency Beds
campment earlier in the summer.
lion dollar women's dormitory
Dumas Gibbs, age 59, died
Patients Admitted
The camp, held at Fontana
would be ready for fall occupMonday At 9:00 a.m. at the'Shel- Village. N. C.. wrut -sponsoml
9
Patients Dismissed
ancy, enabling the college to take
by County Hospital in Memphis. by the Tennessee Valley ASSO1
New Citizens
care of all who wanted to come.
, Patients admitted from Friday His death was attributed to com- ciaticfn of test demonstration
When the dormitory is completed
3:30 p. m. to Monday 3:30 p. t. plications following an illness of farm families in cooperation with
in January or early February,
Mrs. Coy E. Mobre, Almo; Mrs. 2 years.
representatives of the state exan additional 430 students can J. C. McCaleb and baby girt,
He is survived by his wife, tension services and the TVA.
be taken care of at the college. College Station, Murray; Mrs. Mrs. Lynn Gibbs of Memphis,
Other states represented in-

Hospital News

Puryear Man
•Is Held On
Rape Attempt
Earl Stunston of Puryear was
being held in Henry County jail
today for the attempted rape of
a 76-year-old widow Sunday
afternoon about 5:00.
Mrs. Lena Gore told sheriff's
110 deputy Buck Alexander that
Stunston broke down the door
of her home in Puryear. and
attacked her. After a struggle,
she said, the man apparently became frightened and fled.
The deputy was summoned,
and he caught 51-year-old Stunston about a mile from the house
in an automobile.
Alexander charged the man
with assault with intent to ravish,
driving while intoxicated, a n d
resisting arrest. He is being held
under $3000 bond.
Stunston served five years in
the state penitentiary for second-degree murder in Weakley
County, and was paroled in 1937.
according to magistrate A. G.
McGehee.

• A. B. Craig Joins
United States Navy

f

A. B. Crass, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Crass of 500 North
Seventh Street, has enlisted in
the U.S. Navy. Young Crass entered the Navy on September 18
at Mayfield and is now undergoing recruit training in San
, Diego, California.
A. B. is a graduate of Murray
high school and
was active
throughout his four years in
extra-curricular activities.
His, father, Maurice Crass, is
owner of Crass Furniture Company.

•
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WEATHER
REPORT
By UNITED PRESS,
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy and mild today and tonight, partly cloudy and warmer
Tuesday. High today 73 to 78.
Low tonight 50 to 55, high
Tuesday in low 80s.

James Mayfield and baby girl,
Sedalia: Mrs. Eugene Colson and
baby girl, Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs,
Lowell Petitt, 306 So. 15th St.,
Murray; Mr. Eldridge Swift, Rt.
1, Almo; Mrs. Sherman Powell
and ,baby girl, Rt. 4. Benton; Mr.
Ceoil Freeman. Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Elvis Inman and baby boy,
Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs. Joe Gilbert
Richardson and baby boy. 205
W. 8th St.. Benton; Mr. Hobart
Luton, Rt. 2, Golden Pond; Mrs.
Lots Thurman, 400 So, 4th St..
Murray; Mr. Clarence Penny, Rt.
1, Murray; Mrs. Marshall Brock.
Rt. 4, Benton; Mr. Walter Mayer.
113 No. 9th St., Murray; Mrs.
Fred Johnson. 401 No. 1st . St..
Murray; Mrs. Wayne Stone. 1612
Ave., Murray; Mrs. Clarence
Duncan and baby girl, Rt. 6,
Murray; Mrs. Flora Lyles, 210
West 13th St., Benton.

Lynn Grove PTA
Meets Last Week
The Lynn Grove PTA met
Thursday night. September 20.
with Mrs. Rondall Burt. president. presiding.
A large group of sixty parents
and teachers made plans for the
coming year.
. Mrs. Otis Workman led a
panel discussion between parents
and teachers to promote better
understanding between home and
school.
Refreshments were enjoyed by
the group.

Walter And Sally
Jones Enter MSC
Walter Jones, .Jr. and Miss
Sally Jones. son and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jones
of 1610 Miller Avenue have entered Murray State College.
Walter, Jr. is a senior this
year and will major in Chemistry
and physical education. Miss Sally Jones is a freshman and will
major in Home Economics.
WANT NEW NAME
•
DES MOINES (IP —What's in
a name' Plenty say the master
shoe rebuilders of Iowa, who are
opposed to being called cobblers.
Ralph Caston Jr., secretary of
the group, said the rebuilders
don't like the name cobbles because it denotes "something from
the past" "Today we're craftsmen," he said, "and we need a
name that fits the job."

Dumas Gilihs
Passes Away

one daughter. Mrs. Sue A n n
Ringo of Clinton, Kentucky, two
sons, Boaz Gibbs of Logan, West
Virginia and Gene Gibbs, Charleston. West Virginia, two brothers, John Gibbs of-Clinton and
Matt Gibbs of Mayfield and
eight grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2:00 p.m. at the
Max H. Churchill Funeral Horne
Chapel with Bro. W. A. Edwards
officiating. Burial will be in the
Martin's Chapel Cemetery.
Friends May call at the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home until
the funeral hour.

cluded Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi. North Carolina, Tennessee
and Virginia. Members of the
Kentucky delegation participated
actively in all phases of the
camp program and were highly
commended on each of their
activities. Expenses of the Kentuckians were paid by the eight
county soil improvement cooperatives and Valley Counties
Cooperative.
Making the trip to Fontana
Village were Patsy Terrell, Ballard County; Jane Hargis, Calloway; David Rowland. Graves:
Carolyn Phillips, Livingston; Adrianne Owen, Lyon; Dennis Henson, Marshall; Gayle Harper, McCracken; and Lucretia Clark.
Trigg. Accompanying then w.'c
C. 0. Bondurant, area agent in
tarm manageinent and Mrs. Anna
GALVEST0N, Tex., Sept. 25 e C. Thompson, area agent in farm
— Babe Didrikson Zaharias was and home development.
put in an oxygen tent today
At the meeting here, Vicky
and appeared to be nearing the Pirtle of Livingstoh Countf subend of her long and losing battle' stituted for Adrianne Owen.
against cancer.
However, doctors at John Sealy I
Hospital said the oxygen tent did
not indicate a critical turn for
the worse in the famed woman's
condition.
An 11 a.m. EDT medical advisory said the "use of the oxygen
tent has been resumed intermittently as she desires it."
It was the hospital's first admission that Sip oxygen tent had
—
been used previously on the
The mobile x-ray unit. will
Babe. Since an operation a month
be on the ceurt square Tuesday,
ago to relieve, an intentinal obWednesday, Thursday and Fristruction, an oxygen tent had
day. All persons are urged to
been placed in tier room but
take time out for a chest x-ray.
doctors denied it was used and
It is absolutely free and will
ordered it removed.
only take a few minutes of your
The daily condition bulletin
time.
said "Mrs. Zaharias condition is
Tuberculosis is still one of
changed to the extent that she
Kentuckies greatest public health
had an uncomfortable night and
5402 lives ill
feels less rested than usual this problems, taking
1954. The disease spreads easily
morning."
Worsening of the Babe's condi- from person to person. Therefore
it is important that all cases he
tion was disclosed Sunday.
found promptly.
To date there have been 3595
persons x-rayed by the unit at
the college and on the court
square. It is very important that
during the last four days ,a1
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Williams the square that every person
of Murray route three are the avail themselves with this opparents of a son Rickic Wayne portunity. The hours are from
Williams born on September 15. 9 a.m. until 12 Noon and 1 pm.
This is a special event for until 3 p.m.. except on Thursday,
the Williams' who have been Septerber 27th the afternoon sesmarried for eighteen years. Mr. sion will be from 2 p.m. to ,4
Williams says he is proud of This change is to make it possible
this, his first son. Mrs. Williams for teachers and some other
returned home on Friday and workers to get off from their
both she and her son are re- duties and to the unit bet.,re
closing time.
ported to be in good condition.

End Of Battle
Near For Babe

Get Chest
X-Rai Today
Says Cooper

'
Alfred Williams
Have New Son

Seven Who Filed As Demos
Will Be On Ballot This Fall

NixotnorsIgizzs
Patients Have Doc
Reading Matter Continues Tour
At Hospital

SALT LAKE CITY, Sept. 25 4P
-- Vice President, Richard M.
Nixon battled laryngitis and mild
influenza today, shrugged off his
doctor's advice and insisted on
continuing his whirlwind campaign tour.
Dr. Milcolm C. Todd, Long
Beach, Calif., staff physician on
Nixon's campaign swing. told
newsmen the vice ' president
should be able to continue his
grueling routine unless complications set in.

Seven candidates tor the City the six vacancies which will be
Council of Murray have received open in the November election.
Ward A. the area north of
notice that they can stay on
the November ballot, after having Main street, will have four vatiled as representatives of the cancies. Those seeking office in
Patients and visitors at Murray
this area are Dr. Charles Louis
Democratic Party.•
Hospital have ample reading matAccording to the statures a Ryan, M. f. Ellis. Wayne Flora,
ter these days. thanks to many
candidate files under a party Joe Dick. Phil Mitchell, Sonnie
thoughtful citizens and businesdesignation for the Primary, but Crass, Carl Kingins, Matt Sparkses.
when he files by petition after man and Pete Rutledge,
'rhe Ledger & Times has given
Two vacancies exist in Ward
the Primary, he does not file
the hospital 35 copies of paper
B, the area south of Main
under a .party designation.
cry evening for several years.
street. Those who are running
Thoae candidates involved
Recently the Belk-Settle Store
Matt Sparkman, Guy Spann, Dr. for these vacancies are Guy
began donating 25 copies of the
-If he were a private patient, Charles Louis Ryan, Frank Lan- Spann. Johnnie Sammons, Frank
Nashville Tennessean each morncaster, M. C. Ellis, Carl Kingins Lancaster and Beh Grogan.
ing which the patients also ap- I would advise him to stay in and
The six vacancies in questien
Maurice Crass, Jr.
bed for one or two days." Todd
preciate.
The remaining candidates for came about when Murray became
is
Insistent
Nixon
"But
said.
Medical
Calloway
County
The
City Council filed for the office, a third class city. The city formAuxiliary keeps the second floor m carrying out this job."
or for good government, not erly tuid six councilmen *id
least
at
involves
"job"
The
of
full
unporch magazine rack
naming any party designation.
in order to bring the full strenigkh
in
speeches
scheduled
more
21
magazines. This rack was built
A call was received this mor- up to twOrCe councilmen 'as cenine
next
the
during
states
19
iy the local American Legion
ning by Calloway County Clerk gulations require, Ax new counAuxiliary.
Patterson from the At- cilmen were' elected 'by the is44
Randall
Visitors waiting in the lobby
- *
a torney General's office, giving council.
through
croaked
Nixon
have access to 15 of the latest speech in Salt Lake City Monday ix ruling on the predicament of
serve
to
named
were
six
These
magazines which are bound and night but was in obvious dis- the seven ealtididates. The obvious
until the November election, at
kept in a neat steel rack spon- comfort as he directly accused intent of the seven was just
time they could seek resored by the J. H. Churchill Democratic presidential nominee to file for the office. The At- which
election. Anyone else who chose
Funeral Home.
Adlai Stevenson of carbon copy- torney General ruled that they
run for the same six
Recently Mr. & Mrs. Albert ing President Truman's "Fair were -eligible to run for tie could also
positions.
of
number
a
contributed
Tracy
Deal" policies. •
vacancies existing on the City
Two of the councilmen, Carlton
g(sid novels to the hospital 11Council. They will be placed Buchanan and Dan Hutson are
running
was
The vice president
1-rary.
party
no
however
on the ballot
seeking re-election.
Many other individuals and a temperature one degree above designation will be made. He not
Four positions are to be filled
groups help to keep the patient's normal (99.6) before the speech ruled that if they did not wish
Ward A and two in Ward
mind off his illness by supplying and Todd said he was "flushed to run without the party de- in
total of six.
and perspiring" as he was rushed signation. the log cabin, repre- R for a
good reading entertainment.
There was some discussion this
The hospital is grateful to back to his hotel.
senting the Demociatie party. week .as to whether the seven
The doctor said he had sugthe many who continue to exthen they could withdraw if roc.
n v'ho filed as re.vess their intarest in the .Wilgtpil gasitesi Wawa. Itql .11-teke his *all, Kee VhsiSe:
• prestrives of the Democratic
night
Monday
there.
talk
patients
City
Lake
the
of
Thirteen candidates are seeking party would be disqualified or
but that the vice president was
not. The ruling (if the Attorney
"insistent."
settles the question as
General
put
Todd
finished,
When he
they are qualified.
whether
to
in
immediately
Nixon to bed
as Democrats was
filing
Their
administerhis hotel room "after
only. The intent
technicality
a
nd
a
ing doses of antibiotics
was to file
candidates
the
of
-Sept.
4P
25
WASHINGTON.
achromyzin, a new drug.
The widow of the late Sen. for the office.
There have been few times
Asked if Nixon could finish Alben W Barkley is carrying
BAISERSFIELD, Calif. ,S e pt. his arduous schedule — which on his political footsteps and I in the past when city (Andes
—What could have been called for speeches at Oklahoma working to get the Democrats have been filed for on a partisan
25
another Kathy Fiscus-type trag- City. Okla., and Houston, Tex., back in the White House.
edy was averted Monday night today — Todd replied "I'm not
Mrs. Jane Barkley has been
when scores of workers rescued in a position to state at this putting in long hours daily as
take
we'll
an
time." But,, he said,
a receptionist at the National
a two - year old boy from
off on schedule."
2 'Keabandoned well.
Volunteers for Stevenson .
The scene of the near tragedy
question- fauver headquarters here.
under
admitted
Todd
Mrs. Barkley explained that it
wa a vacant lot where some
ing that "fatigue" from the
was the kind of job she could
1,000 spectators watched as cona
was
schedule
-breaking
back
best do to support the Democrats.
struction workers and firemen
the illness.
Tommy• Hartnett factor in
Seated at her desk in front of
rescuedlittle T
BALBOA. Canal Zone, Sept. 25
a huge- portrait of Stevenson,
less than three hours after he
Mrs. Barkley puts visitors to 'IP —Doctors maintaining a cons•
fell intb the 150-foot well.
the office at ease. She assures tant vigil at the bedside of NicaThe youngster had wandered
volunteers their services are raguan President Anastasio
away from his nearby home and
needed.
Somoza have decided to postpone
plunged into the 14-inch well
A young man walked up to-her further surgery to remove a
casing. His frantic muf fled R
desk recently and stammered, "harmless' bullet lodged near his
screams for help were heard by
"I'd like to volunteer." Mrs. spirfe, it was reported today.
a neighbor who sounded t h e
•
•
Barkley replied with a smile,
Somoza. shot by a would-be
alarm for one of the biggest res- Se
"How splendid, let me put you assassin Friday, rallied slightly
cue operations i n the history of
in touch with just the person Monday night after taking an
this city.
•
who wants people like you."
unexpected turn for the worse
Scores (It workers quickly conShe also hands out Stevenson Monday morning. Doctors reverged for the heroic drama. It
Sewing machine needles and for President buttons and badges. moved three bullets • from his
was at first believed the tot had
Mrs. Barkley shares the recep- body in a series of delicate.
fallen to the bottom of the deep thread are small items, but the
step-daughter operations but decided the fourth
shaft but workmen soon dis- success of home sewing may be tion desk with her
both agree is doing no harm. It is lodged
covered the youth fortunately determined by them, says Miss Mrs. Max Truitt, and
has been rushing.
business
that
clofeet
Extension
10
some
wedged
Rowland.
under the skid between t h e
Rachel
beome
had
While MrS. Barkley is now a backbone and the upper right
thing specialist at the University
below ground.
she
loyal and ardent Democrat,
shoulder.
Little Tammy could be heard of Kentucky.
once was a Rep blian..But that
Thn evening bulletin issued by
at times whimpering. "Mama,
Too frequently, the same sew- was before she met the genial the U.S.-operated Gorgas Hoshelp me." His parents, Mr. and
machine needle is used Mr all -Veep" elp-- e married in pital said Somoza made definite
Mrs. L. N. Hartnett, stood by ing
•
of fabric, heavy or light jese.
improvement during the day. It
and shouted encouragement to typse
A story once made the rounds reported some return of reflexes
Miss Rowland recommends that
the trapped lad.
her
for
note
a
left
such
sheers,
once
as
she
summer
that
to Somoza's left arm and leg.
"Tommy, hang on! Everything for
dimity or dotted Swiss. a milkman, a confirmed Democrat, His breathing was more regular
will be all right,- his tearfhl voile,
No
Wilkie,
"No
read
used.
with
be
whicts
should
needle
and his blood pressure and temmother told her boy. "The men fine
the stitch-size set at 16 stitches Milkie."
perature were -all right." the
will get you out."
inch. For fall fabrics, such
bulletin said.
Workers, stripped to the waist, to the
jersey, flannel or
An. earlier bulletin disclosed
began dgiging around the rusted as wool or rayon
heavy cottons, select
Somoza's left 'side had developed
casing. Oxygen was pumped to crepe., or
needle and adjust
paralysis following the operathe child and an hour and a half a medium-size
to
tions for the removal of the bulstarted. the stitch-size to 12 stttches
had
operations
after
.
.
inch.
;he
lets. It. reported also that Somoza
workmen rekched the first seam
in the pipe, some two feet from
The Worker's Conference of had difficulty breathing and that
Direction of stitching is imporwill Xurgectis opened a small hole in
where the child: was trapped.
tant as it may effect the -fabric the First Methodist Church
As the rescue operations con- grain on bias or rounded edges. meet tomorrow night at . 6:30 his windpipe and inserted a tube
tinued many tense bystanders Round necklines, for example, o'clock at the social hall for a. to give him relief.
Reports from Managua said
thought of a similar accident should be stitched from each potluck supper.
seven years ago at San Marino, .shoulder meeting at center front
The members of the conference some 40 persons of the 250 arCalif., when three-year-old Ka- and back. On bias seams, at in are all&achers. officers, depart- rested Aollowing the attempted
thy Fiscus fell 110 feet. also into skirts or underarms. stitch 'from ment sMtr•rintentients, and mem- assassination Friday night have
an abandoned well. Kathy 'was the wide to the narrow part of bers of the Commission on Edu- been released. Several of the
emergency measures imposed by
_found dead 53 hours after work- the rut pieces.
cation.
Families of the members of the Nicaraguan government were
men started_ a battle to save her
Synthetic threads may be used the Worker's Conference are also
life.
on synthetic fabrics, blended fait invited to attend this supper.
Luis Somoza. 34-year old son
of the president and president
ries. (n- those made of silk or
SAST[AN HAS 2482
of Congress, said all newspapem
will, as both thread and meterCOINCIDENCE
were free to resume publication.
I? ta1X requtre moderate heat in
RICHMOND,_
frowever,'
Registration closed at - -Eastern pressing.
NEW HAVEN. Conn. (IP — HoWeker, at least two of the
Kentucky State College Monday threads should not be used on An automobile roared' out of opposition journals will be unwith a record enrollment of cotton or linen fabrics, as the, control onto a sidewalk outside able to publish because their key
2.482. an increase of 290 over fabrics require the use of a hot Lpolice headquarters, breaking up editorial staff men are still in
custody.
iron,
east fall
meeting on trifftc safety.
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Tragedy Averted
As Two Year Old
Boy Is Rescued

Widow Of Barkley
Works For Demos

Nicaragua
Chief Critical

Miss Rachel
owland Gives
wing Hints

Workers Conference
Of Church To Hold
Potluck Supper
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Fre d Haney Says He Must Win
Remaining Games To Take NI.Fla

SUGAR RAY WILL
DEFEND TITLE
-

Fishing Report

NEW YORK, Sept. 23 61 The lung-delayed antiouncemeN
that Sugar Ray Robinson will
defend his middleweight crown
foi the Yanks. Mickey Mantle against Gene Fullneer at Masow action only at a pinch hitter dison Square Gariden, Nov. 14,
Is the ajnth and drew a walk. was expected tod0.
Mike Fernieles registered h i s
fourth victory in relief.
In the only other game scheduled, the White Sox blasted out
12 hits to - defeat the Tigers,
14-11. Seven homers were hit
Iii the contest with Shenn Lollar
and Ray Boone hitting two apiece
and Larry Dotty, Charlie Maiwell and Red Wilson one each.
Paul LaPalme was the winner
and rookie Hal Woodeschick the
koser.

By MILTON RICHMAN
keep winning all our games and
United Press Sports Writer
ignore what Brooklyn does."
Milwaukee Manager Fred HanFrank Thoinas and Bob Friend
.. although -tickled to death.' were the chief -villains" as far
to be back in first place 'again, as the Dodgers ,were concerned
insisted today the only way ins Is the setback that really hurt
Braves can cop the pennant is Monciay night • and gave t h e
by -winning all our games and 'Pirates three games out of four
paying no attention to Brooklyn." In the series.
The Dodgers took over the
Thomas sla mmed his 24th
Entered at the. Pest Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
National League lead briefly !homer off reliever Ed Roebuck
Second Class Matter
Monday night - for two hours in the fourth inning to give
SUBSCRIPTION'
AMES: By Carrier In Muray. per week Esc, per and 44 minutes to be exact - Pittsburgh a 5-3 lead and then,
earea.h 85c. In Calloway and adjo.ntng counties, per year OS" else. when they defeated the Pirate's after the Dodgers had tied the
here., $5.30.
3-3 in the resumption of Sun- score on Gil }lodge' two-run
day's suspended contest but then homer in the top ol the .eighth,
TUESE1At -*SEPTEMBER 25, 1966
anappeo a heti game behind the he singled home Bill Yirdion
:idle Braves by sowing to Plus- With the winning run in the
burgh, 6-5. in t he regularly bottom of the frame for his
etieduled game.
fourth hit of the •game.
Friend, dtdvieing a rcky start,
As matters now 'nand MilwauLEDGER & TIMES FILE
kee has four games remaining gave up three runs In the first
and Brooklyn five, and since inning and then held the Dodgers
Mrs. Clarice Jacobs, law office stenographer in both ,clubs are even in the at bay except fur Houses' 31.e
Paducah for more than 25 years and a native of Murray, ail-important "lost column," a teener to post his 17th victory
was appointed McCracken Circuit Court reporter by playoff would become necessary against Id setbacks. .
if the Braves and Dodgers win
Newcombe Gets 26th
Judge Joe L. Price.
It took the Dodgers less than , COLUMBIA, Mo. V, -. Don
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Costello of Lyndhurst. N.J.. all their remaining games. Cinare'the parents of a &tighter, Sandra, born SeptenPs..; cinnati, still nursing a mathe- 13 minutes to wrap up 'he Faurot. the greying 54eyear old
matical chance, is a game and suspended contest_ Clem Labine master football tactician of Mis.
PK Mrs. Costello is the former Sue Farmer, daughter of 44 half oft the pace with
three retired three Pirate batters in soak, will end 31 years of
Mr. and Mrs. John Farmer of ISEdetay.
games remaining.
order in the ninth to preserve t°aching at the end of the
Two planes, one belonging to the Kentucky Lake Fly- ''Naturally. I was tickled to Don Newcojnbe's eight straight eminent season, he announced.
ing Service. and rine the property of Toy.,Lenning, were hear that Pittsburgh had knocked victory and 26th win Of the
Faerot said the combined job
torg loose from their ground moorings and damaged by off Brooklyn." sold Haney, who season.
ot athletic director and head
heavy Winds last Monday morning, according to Gene arrived In Cincinnati with his
Labine also started the re- football coach "were too much
Braves Monday night for a game gularly scheduled genie but gave for one man." He will remain
Graham. pilot instructor with the service.
up three runs in the first inning at Missouri as athletic director.
An opening night crowd of more than 2,600 Murray against the Redlegs today.
Work Still Cut Out
and was yanked in the second.
pigskin fans watched the Murray Tigers subdue Butler
"We were just getting our Roebuck took, over and gave GIANT JERSEYS JUST THAT
High of Princeton 52-12 here Friday.
bags unpacked when we heard way to Craig in the sixth.
PORTLAND, Ore.
- The
the news." Haney 'said. "But
Baltimore beat the Yankees, Mew York football Giants really
there was really nothing to cele- 5-4. on Tito Francona's two-run live up to the ...team's name.
brate. Of course, It nese a gaud double in the eighth Inning as Souvenir hentent stole a dozen
break for us and it makes things Johnny Rucks again failed to est their scarlet jerseys while
I look nicer but it still boils down notch his 19th triumph. BM Ihe GUMS'were working out in
.
f1
W. 1.. Pct. GS I to the fact that we have to Skowron hit a pair of hornees ereparation for an exhibition
W. L. Pct. GB
95 54 .638
x-New York
Milietaukee
90 60 .600
- game in San Francisco. The
85 64 530 10
-89 60 .597e- 1,.. Cleveland
Bryecly-n
jerseys were so large that ocal
84 65 .564
Cineinr.ati
89 62 .589 l'e 'Chicago
stores could not
:
e
l
Boston
otr
537
69
80
St.-`7..ouis .
73 75 .496 16
78 71 .523
PlOadelphia
69 80 .463 20e: Detroit
.
Baltimore
66 83 443
66 84 .449'24
•
---Pitteburgh
Washuegon .
58 91 .389
Ne‘k York
-64 86 427 26
50 99 336
Chicage
58 91 .389 31', Kansas City
---_x-Clinched pennant
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Water: 72 Degrees - Clear Hernial Lt't'ed. •
Remarks: Very frankly this
report is being • maaditehou
up
gh tleyoreeu
days in advance
will native it at the usual

By NORMAN MILLER
ed Southern. California, eighthranked Michigan and ur.h-rank- •
United Press Sports writer
NEW YORK 4ti -Oklahoma ed Syracuse each v .s tie top
Brooklyn 8 Pittsburgh 3
7.Chic%go 14 Detroit 11
and Michigan State were picked choice of one coact..
Pittsburgh 6 Brooklyn 5
Bifiltimore. 5 New York 4
-11-2 • today _ in the first _ weekly I
Only Games Scheduled
- Only Garnet Scheduled
Oklahoma and Michigan
i
State
1956 college football ratings of
1-2 in last season's usthe United Press B oa rd of; f
Coaches even though they have tional rankings and justified the
Today's Games
Today's Games
yet to pass, punt or pack a ball honor with victories in the
Orange and Rose Bowls, respecin actual competition.
-Philadeiphia at Brooklyn. night Chicagy at Detroit
tively. The Sooners open theWashint
am
at
Huston
Strictly
on
str
ength
the
of
I
Milwaukee at Cir .ariati
New York at Baltir,re. night
their trenterwious potential. Abel season Saturday at home age:ni
Pittsburgh at New YerkCarolina; alichigaia Stet
_Ce at Clevelan... night sooners and Spartans were.
N
St. Louis at Chicasre
It
e itcr tb.4,
4,.asi
• '
err ahead of -Geetgif Tech
Texas Christian which o
edi Pi
70morrow's Games
Besides. Oklahoma and Michitheir seasons with impressive
Tomorrow's Garrett
gan State, the teams among last
victories last weekend.
Citicagc-at Detroit
The 35 leading coaches who season's final top 10 were Texas
,Phila:lelphea at Bleeean
Kansas City at Cleveland. night.
make up the United Press Rating Christian, Ohio State and GeerSt. Louis at Chicago
New York at Baltimore
Board selected Ohio State,South- gia Tech.
--Only Games Schedeled
Washington at Boston
ern California. Southern Meth()
dist, Michigan, Pittsburgh and W
Syracuse to complete the top 10
teams in that order. Of this
group. Ohio State and Michigan
are not due to start their season
until next Saturday.
Twenty one ot the 35 coaches.
whose weekly ratings have beNEW YORK It - The Amen- I
come aceepted as the most au- can
League champion New York
thoritative standings of the na- Yankees
now are accepting mail;
tion's teams., picked Coach Bud orders for tickets
for the third„'
Wilkinson's Sooners' tops. Five fourth, and
fifth games of the
made Michigan State their No. I World Series to
be played at
pick, five others voted for third- Yankee Stadium.
ranked Georgia Tech; w hi le
fourth-ranked Tell .sixth-rank- -

'Yesterday's Games

PARIS, TENNESSEE

THURSDAY & FRIDAY * Sept. 27 - 28
A Very

Special Show -

Not Recommended For Children
Admission

SYRACUSE left end Dick Aloise grabs a pass for 14 yards after
eluding Maryland safety John Fritsch (14). the home town
crowd at , College Park, Maryland saw their badly
team go down to a 26-12 upset defeat.
confusedTrp
(International Soundphoto)

SMU Smothers Irish

Yesterday's Games

.... 75c per person

SEE THE INSIDE STORY OF THE "ART" STUDIOS
These Are Not Medical Pictures

e

NO s•

FOOTBALL
RATINGS

NEW YORk
- Another
ray of hope for U. S. Davis Cup
chances flickered out today with
• the announcement that Dick Savitt will be unable to compete
the American team.

Au/MO.

pek•utp davis
sCull tisx6.4 • trti hake

JACKIE COOGAN •
•/1/

&mitt, •19111 Wimibledon champion who forced Australian star
Ketsitosewell to-five sets in the
recent U. S. championships. told
U. S.- cup officials that his oil
15---Heriiiral. Tea, won
!'territit him to 'play in the cdp
Middies.

;

6:00
6:45

ALL YOU
CAN HAUL $1.0° per
car
All Cars With License
Nos. ENDING IN 6 or 7

•

ADMITTED FREE
ON OUR SCREEN

LOWHODbit
1.1

•

• 8011(23- MOO 111011UT
NIL
UMW la 3120Er. • IEIU PART
SOUTHERN METHODIST'S Paul Waggoner nabs a pass from teammile Charlet Arnold and
gallops over the goalline ahead of Notre Dame QB Larry Cooke (6) before 61,000 happy fans
In the Cotton Bowl at Dallas. Texas. Final sco7e had SMU whipping Notre Dame 19-13 in the
outstanding upset of the day.
(International Soundphoto)

•!s),.

SEE OMAR
BURIED ALIVE
THURSDAY NITE

•

GENUINE

LIVE BETTER

CARLON

with a modern,
practical :
•

WATER
SYSTEM

PLASTIC

equipped with

GLASSLINED
TANK

•

PIPE

,

-

• V2-INCH
SIZE
,•

6c and up per ft.

•3
/
4-INCH SIZE

11c and up per ft.

• 1-INCH SIZE .. 18c and up per ft.

leekI, glop reared oree/ ... dee sem.
type proved terror**. P -.Po•
2,500,000 Poo. rote, Morino

BAVITT WILL NOT PLAY

Censored

•

TONITE IS
TUES.- Sept. 25 Is

LIVE IN THg COUNTRY?

NEW YORK tr --The first
'United' Press college football ratings of the 1956 season:
TeamPoin
I. Oklahoma
284
2. Michigan State
245
.3. Georgia Tech
222
4. Texas Christian
207
5. Ohio State
159
8. Southern California
151
7. Southern Methodist
108
8. Michigan
93
9. Pittsburgh
83
10. Syracuse
......
76
Second 10 teams: Ile/ Texas
A&M, 61; 12. Stanf‘ret 50; 13,
Mississippi. 48; 14, Army. 30: 15.
Notre Dame, 20; le. Vanderbilt.
13; 17 (tie) Florida and South
Carolina. 9 each: 19 tie
Yale
fatal West Virginia. 8 each-.
Others: Washington and Oregon, 7 each; Purdue. Tennessee
and North Carolina State. 5 each:
Auburn. 4; lows. 3: Maryland, 2:
Illinois, Rice and Miami (Fla.),
1 each.

W. L. Pct. GB L
4
Milwaukee
. 90 60 .600
Brooklyn
.. 39 60 .597 ': 5
Ciricitutati- • • - 89 62 .589
3
Games remaining:
Brooklyn 5 - At home (5)
Philecielphia, Sept. 25, 23; Pittsburgh. Sept. 28, 29, 30.
Milwaukee 4-Away (4) Cineinneti. Sept.-25; St. Louis, Sept.
28, 29, 30.
Cincinnati 3 - At home (1)
Milwaukee,--Sept. 15: Away -lib-Chicago, ept. 29, 30.

BOXOFFICE OPENS ..
SHOW STARTS
-

orld Series
D
Ducats On Sale

1 WIDOW

•

.

Permagit Race
At A Glance

BASEBALL SCOREBOAPD
American League
. National League

Oklahoma And Michigan Are
Picked 1 And 2 By Ratings

W.

With cooler water, fishing has
been picking tip this week, although fishermen have not. Too
Lew people fishing in view ut
the great increase of interest
on the part of bass in suct.
lures as Jitterbug, Hula Popper,
Ike, Flatfish, Brook's Reefer and,
of course, the old reliable Spoonplug.
Kantucky Lake Catches
•Evaneville, Indiana: Mr. and
Mrs. G. L. Schmadel 20 L.M.
Bass, titip 314 lb. Spuonplug.
lediana: Curtis Gillespie
7 L.M. Bass, top 3 lb., Spoonplug.
Cape Girardeau, Missouri: Bill
and rruman Bollinger 12 LaVI.
Bass. I - to V's lb. Jitterbug and
Hula Popper.
Madironville, Kentucky: J, W.
Hatchet and Party 27 L.M. Bass,
a,and Spoons.
ca•.i,tg suilece, nte
Nee. -e.n et the-e fi-h were most
uni! ern each -veiehtee within
•w 'einem; of - two poends.
Russellville, Kentucky: Jack
iiiesTaa,ain and flebby Pitts 19
Spoonjeae. B. C. Griti:th. Jr., 3 LM Bast, I to 2's
...,,.castirie Flatfish.

Syracuse Trips Terps

Don Faurot
To Stop
As Coach

10 Years Ago This Week

tone. The reason. Yours Truly
cannot paw up the chance to
attend the new multi-million diiilar Kentucky State Fair. I have
resisted all week, now I am

PUMPS'fresh, clean water

• OTHER SIZES IN PROPORTION

SMIRE2 it in sanitary glass
• COMPLETE LINE OF FITTINGS
KEFAIwater free from tank rust and stain

%MIEllis Pump & P ipe Company
EAST OF MURRAY

ON

HIGHWAY

TELEPHONE 19
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YES - YOU, OUR PATRONS,
witi bury OMAR in front of
our screen tower. After he is
buried, live rattlesnakes will
be dropped in on top of himyou can see him before and
after burial. He will stay buried 10 days where you can sea
him anytime, day or nite.
IT . WINLLTC
O COST
H G YOU
to see Omar if you attend the
Murray Drive. In Theatre,
however, we must charge a
small admission during the
day.

$500.00 REWARD
IF YOU CATCH OMAR
OUT OF HIS GRAVE
between Sept. 27. Oct. 7
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NOW GOING ON AT OUR SHOWROOM!
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Wheat Acreage
Must Be Cut

Get The APO
Correct

Spent On
New Cars

ante (5)
3; Pitts-

rE
[TE

BOY, 14, KILLS BANK BANDIT

Smith Clan
klaims Book
On Smiths

Billion Is

L
4
3
3

MUT
PAT

Section 5. That the boundaries
tuted city limits of said city.
CITY ORDINANCE
WHICH
Section 2. That pursuant to of the zones or districts herein
ORDINANCE NO.
recommendations of the specified' be designated on the
DEFINES THE ZONING RE- the
QUIREMENTS IN A NEWLY Zoning and Planning Board as Map of the City of Murray as
ANNEXED AREA ON SOUTH submitted to this Council the follows:
(A) Residential district ._sha II
18TH STEET ON WEST MAIN property which is owned by L.
STREET AND ACCEPTING THE C.'Winchester at 1632 West Main be white in color.
--(B) Business or commercial
RECOMMENDATIoNS OF THE Street in said city is hereby deThe wheat farmer must cut his
ZONING AND PLANNING clared to be commercial property district shall be red in color.
1957 wheat acreage below his
IC) Industrial district shall
BOARD OF THE CITY OF which may be used for business
farm's wheat allotment to be
MURRAY, KY,. AS HEREIN- purposes but only to the follow- be green in color.
eligible for 1957 wheat Acreage
Section 6. The properties hereAFTER DESIGNATED AND SET ing extent:
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
shall
Reserve payment, Q. D. Wilson,
FORTH.
30 feet on the west side of in defined and designati d
United Press Staff Correspondent
the
Chairman of the Calloway County
by the Com- the improvements on said prop- de immediately placed in
ordained
it
Be
and
use
iAgricultural Stabilization
WASHINGTON RR — There
of Mur- erty to a depth of 75 feet is proper color on said land
City
of
the
Council
mon
be conConservation Committee, said toare days when folks like Nichols
hereby permitted to have a con- map and shall hereafter
ray, Kentucky:
ve set
day. In addition he must keep
hereinabo
is
at
and Flossisflossis wish their
commersidered
for
completed
to
struction
pursuant
1.
That
Section
within the allotments established
*times were Smith.
forth.
other.
none
and
purposes
cial
the recommendations of the Zonfor any other crops on his farm.
Joe Smith, the man of the
Section 7. All ordinances or
Section 3. That pursuant to
ing and Planning Board of said
hour, almost got his name placed
thereof in conflict with the
"And this same requirement THIEF STEALS STEAMROLLER city which said recommendations the recommendations of the Zon- parts
ordinance are
in nomination at the GOP conhave been studied and carefully ing and Planning Board that the provisions of this
ion ReConservat
the
to
applies
vention in San Francisco as a
by J. 0. to the extent of such conflict
owned
now
estate
real
the
—
d
submitted,
as
tie
scrutinize
Calif.
part of the program," says
serve
BEACH,
PEBBLE
candidate for V.P.
repealed.
the chairman. If the farmer ex- Police said today locating a stolen following recently annexed area Patton and John Watson on West hereby
Thinking about this, I fell
8. Should any portion
Section
and
next
lies
which
Street
Main
d
of
City
Murray,
Kentucky
to
the
establtsee
they
allotment
but
ceeds any
steamroller was simple,
to digging through my library
be declared
ordinance
this
of
Dr.
of
property
the
to
father
adjacent
Knhel.
is
and
W.
zoned
for
and
hereby
eligible
be
John
is
shall
not
for his farm, he
are still hunting the thief.
Robert Sahel. 14
not Affect
and found a book written awhile
shall'
whih
zoned
invahd,
hereby
is
Crawford
E.
F.
r
are
either the wheat Acreage Reserve
They found the steamrolle planned for purposes which
remaining,
back by my friend H. Allen —
the
of
validity
for
she
entirety
its
in
ROOM WPM, 14. was in a state of aback but the branch bank
planned
and
or the Conservation Reserve pay- abandoned at an embankment residential and none other: ,
last name of Smith.
hereof.
portions
such
but
was saved after he shot to death would-be bandit Hugo Walgenpurposes
l
Beginning at a marker which commercia
ments.
by following a trail which inAllen got to looking through
Read publicly to the Common
bads in Heidelberg, Germany. The bandit kidnaped Robert and
only to that portion of
Another important point which cluded a battered Cadillac, a constitutes the present southwest applies
*the record and discovered that
his father, John W. Kuhel. manager of the Heidelberg branch of
belongs to said Council of the City of Murray,
which
lot
the
scara
of
of
City
the
Murray,
fence,
limits
picket
d
redemolishe
mind,
in
have
farmers should
somebody, way back, had written
the Chaim Manhattan bank, New York, and forced the elder
Patton and John Watson Kentucky as its regular meeting
minds the Chairman, is that fu- red tree and a second battered Kentucky this point being 350 J. 0.
a book about buttons. That, he
Rubel to drive toward the bank to open it. Ituhal swerved his car
said property is hereby held on the 21st day of Septemwhich
of
edge
of
west
the
west
feet
ture farm wheat acreage allotthought, interested hardly anytoward an MP vehicle and Robert seized the opportunity to shoot
106. and approved at it.
as follows, to wit:
described
or
feet
470
15th
Street
South
body but collectors of buttons.
Walgenbach in the head with a 22-caliber pistoL Walgenbach
reading on motion of Guy
first
side
north
the
at
Beginning
of
Sycaof
edge
the
south
south
Finds Many Smiths
had been deported from the U. S. after serving 10syrars for an
and seconded by C. B.
Billington
288
point
at
Street
Main
West
of
thence
more Street Extended;
_ (international Sosindphotos)
There must be more Smiths
Ohio bank robbery.
and upon roll mill the
Buchanan
of
corner
the
from
east
feet
west parallel with Sycamore Exin the world than collectors of
West Main Street, at its inter- following council members voted
to
250
a
point
west
feet
tened
friend
So
my
buttons, he thought.
W, D. Shoeof the west edge of South 16th section with 15th Street, said "aye"' Dan Hutson,
set to work collecting informathe east boundary maker, Stub Wilson, C. B. Kingbeing
point
is
tely
Street
which.,
approxima
tion about the clan Smith.
Guy Bill662'i feet west of the present of the original business area; ins, G. B. Buchanan,
It took a bit of time, but he'
Street a ington, Guy Spann, Ceylon ThurMain
on
east
thence
of
the
city;
boundary
southwest
came up with a volume called
voted
thence north and parallel with distance of 80 feet; thence north man Jr., and the following
People Named Smith." He found
west boun- "nay", Matt Sparkman a n d
the
with
parallel
and
to
16th
a
Street
South
point
only "two alleged books" about
B. Parker,
which connects with, intersects dary of the F. E. Crawford prop- Frank Lancaster. R.
Smiths. One of them was puband joins the presently consti- erty 270 feet; thence west 168 Abstained.
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
lished around the turn of the
It is therefore ordered by the
feet this point, being the east
United Press Staff Correspondent
the century, and Allen remarked
the original business Hon. George Hart, Mayor, that
of
NEW
NAMES
EMPIRE
edge
a
by
out
put
was
this
that
WASHINGTON fir —The Army
CHICAGO (IA — Cook County zone; thence south 120 feet; said ordinance be published in
"retarded eighth grader." It was
By LEE LINDBERG
has a warning for servicemen,
jail
warden Jack Johnson an- thence east 138 feet; thence south the 'Ledger and Times, a daily
six
or
five
a pamphlet. Only,
United Press Staff Correspondent sweethearts and kinfolks: Get
some special provisions and 'parallel with the original newspaper of general circulation
nounced
was
pages of Smiths. The second
that APO correct. APO, of course,
block baseball business zone boundary line • 150 in the City of Murray, Calloway,,
an
inter-cell
for
(le
—
the
It
cost
DETROIT
no improvement.
is short for "Army Post Office",
County. Kentucky, on three oc'Sunday.
game
feet to the point of beginning.
$1
about
auto-makers
nation's
I) H. Allen Smith is no holderalways followed by a
is
and that said ordinance .
and
casions
of
the
said
the
to
instead
Johnson
pursuant
That
4.
Section
longer,
the
to
restyle
back when it comes to getting billion
number.
until the next regular
over
s
lie
ns
umpire
berating
Zoning
the
descriptio
of
ations
1957
recommend
the family name in print. His lower, sleeker and "glassier"
spectators will be permitted to and Planning Board all proper- meeting of said council at which,
According to the Army, a good
book runs 255 pages and there cars which soon will appear on
holler, "copper, policeman, or ties in the City, of Murray, Ken- time it shall be brought up for
bit of mail is going astray,
are any number of Smiths .of highways from coast to coast.
. •
guard."
tucky shall be divided into three final passage in accordance with 4.
The men who run the industry because of carelessness. A n d
all .kinds mentioned on every
shame because we have
separate and distinct .zones or Chapter 85 of Kentucky Revised
page. That adds up to the feel the huge expense is anything that's a
SNAFU CANAL UdERS
districts and shall be known luid Statutes.
but money poured down the a lot of boys overseas waiting
thousands.
LONDON IIR — Foreign cor- designated as foliose's:
are confident the for mail call.
They
drain.
This the 21st day of Septemlohnsons Run Second
that
today
respondents proposed
new models will touch off a
It is estimated by the Pentagoh
ber, 1956
district
residential
(A)
"The Smiths of this world are
call
her
the new users association
Spree making 1957 second that some 100,000 pieces of mail
NITHIPJAPDS QUEEN JULIANAis shown on palace 'taps with
George Hart, Mayor
(B) Business or commercial
common only in the sense that buying
itself "The Suez Navigation Assoto record 1955 in sales.
family on way to open parliament at The Hague. From left, after
are held up for a considerable
B. Grogan
C*
Attest:
district
• they are numerous. It is a large only
ciation and Federation of Users—
the queen. are Princes. Mariike, Princess Margaret, Princess
This is the year for the big length of time each month. That
HOLD Industrial district.
subject," Allen says.
15 SNAFU."
'
onal) '
(Internati
Irma.
Princess
and
.
Bernhard
boys
companies
of
Prince
most
for
Beatrix,
theusands
change
many
style
sends
Allen has little truck with
Only a scattering of makes are in back to the tent or barracks
what he likes to call the "hybrid
just the so-called "face- wondering if they have lost a
for
and
Smiths"
the
"almost
Smiths,"
Packard, Hudson, Nash, sweetheart, or if the old man
lifting"—
Smiths."
'the "hyphenated
r and Rambler. Even is over his lumbago.
Studebake
clan
He claims that the Smith
r bills its new
Studebake
so,
Anytime a letter-writer puts
not only is the leader of names
ting a number the wrong APO number o n
"incorpora
as
cars
in the U. S., but also in Britain.
styling and engineering ad- the envelope address, that piece
In this country, the Smiths are of
vances."
of mail can go half way around
followed by the Johnsons and
Big Tbree,Changes
the world to the wrong place.
the Browns and where do you
The biggest changes for '57 It may be a couple of months
Ireckon the Nelsons wind up?
will show up on models turned cie more, before it is delivered—if
Twentieth, that's where!
out by the highly competitive then.
While he was fretting with
General Motors,
Mail For Morale
"Big Three"
--- SAVE
his volume, Allen had a lot of
Chrysler.
is important to the
and
mail
Ford
The
Omaha.
from
fellow
fun with a
Colserving
L.
L.
doll
Chrysler President
morale of a guy or a
This gent wanted very much to
bert says the new Plymouth, overseas.
be mentioned.
and
De Soto, Chrysler
That works from the other end
The Nebraska man said that Dodge,
restyled of the line, too.
been
have
cars
Imperial
supply
in 1941 he had put aside a
"from wheels to roof."
A kid is standing there in
of popcorn, upopped, consisting
"This includes new suspension line waiting for the sound of
of 36, one-pound sacks.
other engineering and styling his name, which means maybe
!.
This clown popped and ate, and
we a letter, a package of homeL dishpan full of dishpan full, changes exceeding anything
one
new
any
of
in
set
hed
or
accomplis
cookies
baked
•
every kennel of this corn in have
underpants. Mom, on the other
year," Colbert says.
three and a half months. It
the
"there
for
says
Co.
waiting
Motor
is
The Ford
hand, likely
turned out to be something of
will be some tremendous changes approach of the postman on his
a new indoor record, according
they
and
1957,
for
appointed rodnds to arrive with
in the Ford
to Smith. The popper and eater
a basic shift in the a letter saying that son, Johnny,
represent
the
into
gotten
wouldn't have
division's approach to the is well, hale and happy with his
volume unless his name had been Ford
market."
car
lot.
Sam you-know -what.
According • to the Pentagon,
Auto companies do their best
•
cars
•
new
their
what
about 5 per cent of the
conceal
to
only
S
PLEAD WITH BURGLAR
on mail which reaches an APO
introducti
until
like
look
will
Calif.
NORTH HOLLYWOOD,
ID
time. But enough facts usually director mis-addressed ever is
(le — The Lewin Furniture Co.
leak out to give the public a returned to the sender. There
asked burglars today to please
pretty good idea what it can are APO directories in New
stop cutting holes in the store's
expect.
York, San Francisco, Seattle, and
money
no
is
there
because
roof
•
One of the most unprecedented New Orleans.
safe.
firm's
in the
Lose Much Time
"leaks" came when a congreswhen
prompted
was
plea
The
For all of these, the tracing of
three sional committee studying high•
for the eighth time in
visited Detroit. Mem- an addressee can snowball into
safety
way
the
into
broke
years burglars
look at things Uli. a lot of time lost. And for
a
got
bers
safe.
the
store and cracked
expensive.
come and some of the informa- the government that is
Our Uncle Sam wants the kids
tion even went into the CongresRight now we're making history with ,the biggest
wants
to hear from home, and he
sional Record.
word
a
close-out sale we've ever held! Our entire stock of
Alan G. Loofbourow, an exe- the folks back here to get
away
cutive Chrysler engineer, com- now and then from the lad
brand-new, factory-fresh '56 Mercurys must go
mented on new safety features from here.
postal
to make room for '57 model cars! Never again
Grover Stewart, acting
of Chrysler cars. He told the
put
Calif.,
visMason,
"total
Fort
the
that
at
en
officer
congressm
will such low prices and high allowances make it
he says:
ual area" has been increased it down right well, when
the
so easy to own a new BIG rd! Selections are good
"The odd things is that
by 38 per cent and "many of
address
our 1957 models will be fitted senders have' the correct
now_so beat the crowd to the car of your choice!
they send
in front of them when
with four headlamps."
commail
service
said,
source
All
•
Another Chrysler
the letter.
has been
however, the second set of head- ing into the country
to
clerk
unit
only
the
screened by
lamp mountings will carry
add
parking lights until the auto Insure a complete, return
•
Industry can get the four-barrel on the letter."
trouble.
And still there is
lights adopted under various.atate
Plain carelessness!
safety codes.
Generally, new models will be
SQUARE OR AVENUE
lower and longer. Thoge which
are not increased in length will
WASHINGTON lilt — Former
look longer because of their
sure
also
vogue
The
height.
President Truman isn't
reduced
square,
or
avenue
more
with
it's
lines
whether
is higher fender
knows it's
striking rear fins and lower but he definitely
Ameri•
•
Madison. Addressing the
window lines.
Association,
Ford, which has shied away can Political Science
printed text,
from upsweeping rear fenders, Mr. Truman in his
them assailed the "Madison Avenue
is reported to have adopted
Eisenhower
techniques" of the
on its '57 models.
when he
More and more automakers administration. But
he said
•
also have swung to push-btaton reached that point,
"avenue."
transmission, introduced in 1956 "square" instead of
models by Packard and Chrysler.
AWAKENING
A RUDE
MONEY
LEAVES
THIEF
rth
BENTON HARBOR, Mich.
BAYONNE, N. J. eh — Owners
44, filed
Gates,
for
hoping
E.
are
Lawrence
store
of a liquor
—
wife, Nina,
enethes robbery like Thursday's. for divorce from his
like the
A
money.
the
39, because he didn't
They can use
out of bed
would-be holdup man, who had way she roused him
He said she
A I .
entered the store on pretext of in the morning.
him while
making a purchase, became so dumped cold water on
then showerPhone 152
rattled by a lady clerk's screams, he was still in bed,
of ed him with hot coffee when
four
behind
leaving
fled
he
TANKS AVAILAILS
he finally got out of bed.
his own dollars.
merits will not be reduced by
taking part in the wheat Acreage
Reserve Program. For example,
a farmer with a wheat allotment
of 15 acres who designates 10
acres for the Acreage Reserve and
produces wheat on only 5 acies
will be considered as having
15 acres of wheat when.it comes
time to calculate future allotments.
Compliance with the wheat
Acreage Reserve program will be
checked by County ASC Committees in the same way as compliance with allotments a n d
price support requirements are
checked, Mr. Wilson said.

FAMILY WITH JULIANA
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Your Mercury deaiiii's
-p( 956 model k

CLEARANICE
SALE 7(

Every drop
gives you
more for
your
money!

•

SHELL
FUEL
OIL

Best time yet to get your big, buy on THE BIG M ERCU RY

tra

KMia. ttit
Company

WILSON MERCURY SALES

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 730

515 So. 12th St.
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Women's Page

Activities

Club News

Jo Burkeen, Editor. .. Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J

Weddings

Locals

•MEM

1)epurtment Oti
II•olnan's Club Holds!
First 1:1111 .11ecting

Social Calendar

Tuesday, September 25
The Lynn Grove Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. 011% e
P"
The Home Department of th, Parks at one-thirty o'clock.
Murray Woman's Club held
••••
first fall meeting of the nee
club year on Thursday, SeptemMurray Star Chapter No. 433
ber 20, at two-thirty o'clock in OES will hold as regular meetthe afternoon.
ing at the Masonic HaU at
Mrs. E. C. Parker, past presi- seven-fifteen
o'clock. Officers
dent of the Murray Wiaman's wall be installed.
Club and a member of other
•. •
departments of the club, was
Wednesday. September 26
the guest speaker for the Herne
The Dexter Homemakers Club
Department. She presented a most
interesting talk on "Our Club will meet with Mn. 'Newman
Enistberger at one o'clock.
Creed."
Harry Hampsher, minister of
•. S •
music 'of the First Baptist church.;
Spetember 27
Thursday,
sang three numbers — "Beside +
The Paris Road Homemakers
Still Waters", "He That Dwelleth
Club will meet at the City Park
In Secret Places", tind "The Lord
at ten o'clock.
Is My Shepherd." lie was ac••••
companied by his wife at :the
piano,
The Zeta Department of the
In char* of the program on Murray Woman's Club will have
the theme, "Spiritual Values". a dinner meeting at the club
WAS
Mrs. 0. C. Wells v. ho house at seven o'clock.
itatredneed the guests on the ler will be the guest speaker.
prugram.
•• • •
Mrs. Nix Crawford. chairman:
"of:the deriadinent. preelded- and +
introduced the new member, Mrs. at the home of Miss Cappie
Rob Mason. Mrs. Jeff Farris • Beale at two-thirty o'clock. Dr.
is the cookbook chairman for H. M. Malrath will be the guest
this year. It was announced that speaker.
the department would again sp• • ••
•
;
onsor the TB Seal campaign.
Friday,
September SD
of
The district convention
The rGaidwaterl. Homemakers
State Federated Clubs will be I
meet with Mrs. Eddie
held at Illentucir Darn State I Club will
ode-thirty otlock.
Park November- 5. it was an- Billington at•••
••
nounced at the meeting.
Refreshments were served from
her61;
a beautifutly appointed tea table
by the hostesses who were Mrs.
Marvin Fulton. Mrs. N. P. Hutson, Mrs. H. B....Ba.ley. Miss
Cappie Beale. Mrs. .o. B. Boone,
and Mrsr G. B. Scott

J

Mrs. Jesse Wallis
Hostess For Meet
Circle III WSCS
Circle Ill of the Woman's Society of Christian Service of the
First Methodist Church met in
the home of Mrs. Jesse Wallis
on South Sixth Street on Tuesday. September 18, at two-thirty
o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Burnett Waterfield. a
member of Circle IV, was the
guest speaker who gave an interesting lesson from the MethWoman concerning the
odist
Methodist School of Holding Institute of Laredo, Texas, which
is benig rebuilt after being destroyed in the flood in 1954. She
also discussed the Quadrennial
goals for the WSCS.
The meeting was closed with
a clever monologue. "Tarnished
Idealism", given by Mrs. Waterfield and Mrs. John James.
Mrs. L. R. Putnam, chairman
of the circle, opened the meeting with devotion titter which
each member quoted • a .scripture
verse and led a sentence prayer.
The devotional service Was closed with the group repeating The
Lord's Prayer in unison.
The hostesses. Mrs. Wallis and
Mrs. C. Ray, served refreshments.

Read The Classifiedi

Bulled Over

Hobbies Discussed
And Displayed By
B&PW Club

Circle 1.' Of WSCS
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Paul Lyles

The Business and Professional
Women's Club held its monthly
dinner meeting at the Woman's
Club Reuse on Thursday. Sept.
20, at six-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs,. Haleene Berry. Mrs. Calists Clanton, and Mrs. Alma
Tracy were in charge of the
program on the theme, "What's
Your Hobby." Vatious hobbies
of the members were displayed
on a table overlaid with a crocheted cloth and centered with
an arrangement of fall flowers.
Each member explained her hobby to the group.
The president, Mrs. Tracy,
presided at the meeting. Mrs.
Sadie Nell Jones was selected
as the "woman of the year"
by the club to serve during the
National B&PW Club Week, Sept.
23-29.
Plans were-iwilde for the club
to hold a benefit card party
on Thursday, October 18.

The home of Mrs. Paul Lyles
was the scene of the meeting of
Circle V of the Woman's Society
of Christian Service of the First
Methodist church held on Monday. September 17, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening.

APPARENTLY none the worse for
some pretty rough wear, Mrs.
Elizabeth Magyai of New Haven, Conn., arrives in New York
aboard the Vuicania from a vacation in Spain during which
she had a go at bull lighting.
In her last appearance In the
arena, some character told her
to pull the bull's tail. It was
wrong. She came out with a
broken arm and wrist and
Muffed knees. ffritensatiosal),

THE TRIPLETS MAKE SEVEN

• •

The reeice.: ir.seting ;S." the
ut Chris-ea:1
Woman s
Service of the Hese' Med-hens:
Church was held Tuesday, September 18, in the home of Mrs.
Olga Freeman with Mrs. Robert
Taylor. chairman, presiding. _
Mrs. Carl Dickeison• gave the
devotion and read the scripttire•
from.She third ehepter of Paul's
letter to the Coloitsians. Mrs.
Robert Taylor presented the
seven goals for 1956-1960 id 'S
very interesting manner..
During the bustness session the
. _ . • eci •,.
in int*:
çI.o. Ar,•_ierson. Rery. MI
ports WW1'S media by me. various
.-The meeting was closchairrnened with prayer by Mrs. Dickerson.
Mrs. Fn_eman and Mrs. J. E.
Underwood served refreshments;
to the fourteen members presents
during the social hour

CAPITOL
Last Times Tonight
Burt Lancaster _
IN

"TRAPEZE"
WITH

GINA
LOLLOBRIGIDA
and Tony Curtis

By ALiNE MOSSY
Staff Correspondent
HOit
Unitedtsg7
Mrs. Ben Grogan was in charge
The
OOD It
of the program on the subject, seraniblee of the stars on televi-Tarnished dealism " Mrs. Harold sion goes into full swing this
Gish gave the devotion.
fall season—even the mighty Bob
Mrs. Joe Baker was a guest. Hope is switching to another
lvesape that rating-killer,
She is a member of the Alice nighttstioen
Phil
Waters Circle.
Last season. Hope held his
During the social hour re- own against Sgt. Bilko, but the
freshments were served by the rating was not as high as it
hostesses, Mrs. Lyles and Mrs. could have been on another
Pat Wallis.
night, according to the brains
at NBC who pore over those
ratings.
So Hope drew a new time
this year — following Steve
Ailen on Sunday night on NBC.
ln the CBS enemy camp will
be "GE Theater" and "Alfred
it
'
• 90
Hitchcock Presents"—almost as
heavy competition, and following
I am sorry if you have looked the •top-rated Ed Sullivan show.
Followed Weak Line-Up
in vain for Concord news, but
"We had been up against a
since our little mother fell and
built
broke her hip and spent a week Tuesday night block they
Mrs. William T. Downs was in the hospital, then, of course, against us on CBS," Hope said.
the honoree at a delightfully will in spite of her wonderful ''On NBC I followed a weak
planned stork shower held optinfism *ill be bed ridden a lineup. Whatever I got I had
Thursday. September 13. at semen long time, 1 have been in no to build for myself. Luckily I
o'clock in the evening.
had a sponsor who didn't care
mood to write
The hostesses for the event
about a rating.
One never knows how to apgiven at the Baptist Student
"Now we follow Steve Allen.
Center were Mrs. John -Stamps preciate friends until misfortune He's doing a great job."
comes, then they are invaluable.
and Mrs. Oliver Cherry.
Hope still faces another obFor the occasion the honoree We will always appreciate every stacle—going on less than once
wore an aqua *dress and was remembrance of kindness during a month. For each show, he
presented a pink, glaniellisi cor- this trying time, but maybe it admits, he has to "build up
—
sage by the hostesses. She was has made us more Ihnughtful new excitement."-"'
the recipient of many nice gifts. of others.
"This year we'll keep trying
Refreshments were served
When we have sent up a pray- for a fresh approach by having
from the tea table overlaid with er toi Mother's relief from pain, guest stars and staging'shows
a pink cloth- and centered with we have learned to remember
a lovely arrangements of /all that most of the hospital rooms
flowers. The mantel was also were filled with others who sufadorned with a gorgeous bou- fered too.
quet.
We are relieved to have such
Forty persons were present or dependable people as Mr. and
soft gifts. •4
Mrs. Marvin Winchester located
in our grocery stare building. We
are still 'going to Buchanan for
NO SAFETY ANYWHERE
MILFORD, Conn. IF — Robert the show must go on and with
F. Johnson stretched out in a children we find our minds
lawn chair for a relaxing sunny withdrawn from personal worries
afternoon. An automobile, out of more.
We were se terribly sorry to
control. roared' ordo the lawn,
hit the chair and sent him hear of Shirley' Rust's untimely
sprawling. Johnson was unhurt. death. He was once our student.
-

Down
Concord Way

•• Movies In Mothballs
This season TV will be Hope's Ill
main activity. For nine months
he's putting movies in the mothballs—and for Hope this is practically idleness. '
"l'in laying off pictures because 1 wcalit have to get up
at 7 in the morning," he said.
'•1 won't have an assistant di
rector pulling on my leash. My
neck was getting a little sore."
Hope's TV contract has four
more years to run, and after In
that "I don't know whether I'll
still be interested in doing TV."
He might let his daughter Linda
lead the family in show business,
he quipped.
Linda is a beautiful 17-year
old blonde who resembles Grace
Kelly. Even since she appeared
briefly with her father in a New
York theater she's been turning
down movie and TV offers.
0
"She has college first," he said.:
After that, I don't object to her
going into show business. I think
could help her a lot. In 'fact,
maybe by then she could get me
a few parts!"

"Z„ e

TO 3AVE MONEY
On Tour Plumbing

Sykes
Elroy
PLUMBING CO
Swariner Termites
COSTLY DAMAGE
OHIO VALLEY TERMINI
Ky
Paducah, CORP.
t
TEI4 MINIX -World s la•ne,
1 ;Of!,
ctr.,1,

For Information Call

MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY
Plana/'262
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MRS. WALLACE 1.010DIST gives you a glad smile as she shows her
new triplets in Concord, Mass. They are a boy (left) are two
girls. That makes seven Linguist children, and guess what, daddy's
(Interactiona)),
on crutches. He was in an auto accident.

‘1
)

12 YEARS OLD, 6 FEET TALL
MR.'AND MRS. John H. Mann
watch unveiling of a monument
to their hero son at Best, Holland. where they journeyed
from Reardon, Wash. The son.
Pfc. Joseph E. Mann, was
kilted in World War 11 on
Sept. 17, 1944, while fighting
with the 101st Airborne division, He won the Congressional
Medal of Honor. He was
wounded four times while creeping to within rocket range of
enemy artillery. He destroyed
an 88 mm. gun and ammo
dump, killed many enemy soldiers and, during night counterattack, he threw himself on an
exploding grenade while shouting a warning. (listensational

LAST
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TIMES TONIGHT —
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Stars Switch
To Get Better
TV Ratings

Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays
4rtistical:y Arrangad

Airs. Olga Freeman
Opens Home Por
Hazel- WSS Meet

-

in different places," he said.
For his "first show Oct. 21 Hope
will present Diana Dors, not In a
swimming pool, and Lucille J.iall
and Debi Amer. His future guests
he's keeping secret.

Mrs. Downs Honored
With Stork Shower
.4t Student Center

Hcro Son

•
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That distinctive difference you enjw in Folger's is

f*A4:61112

wirlFR •

WPM

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

With your first cup of Folger's, you'll discover the
distinctively rich and unusually tangy flavor of nature's
choicest coffee. For 1:elect's Coffee is a unique and individual blend

SHE WAS LOVE'S SEVEN
WONDERS OF THE WORLD!

14141141404•••••o•

of rare, naturally more flavorful Mountain-Grown-cottecS!

••

FLEMIN6
RICARDO

The Queen

Specially selected from remote mountain regions where there is an
abundance of fertile volcanic soil, warm tropic rain and year-round
sunlight, these are-rive- coffees with the rarest tang and most satisfying
flavor of any coffee known today.

flabgion

You will find the refre,hingly different flavor and aroma of Mountain-Grown
Folger's Coffee unlike any you have ever enjoyed. Distinctively rich.
Unusually tangy. Unmistakably Folger's'

MONTALBAN

DAWN emu ,shown with/11'114/e relative hi St Bernard, 0., fe
''ntfreatiosa/AA'a
eix feet tall,.only•12 years old,'and still terns

Fol

SO much rleh•r I,, Savor th•I
V.0 •ro urg•d te ulie 1/4 1•••
then witn 1
novorod bronal•.

Alosataim-Ganst

trot/gait, DRIP APR rise ostmos - ONE awe TWO POUND CANS

Oa*tiM
Ittedel.14.1.4
. ,
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MAN and WIFE with no children, Roth to work and live on
place. Murray But Co., Murray,
Kentucky.
52713.
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commanding the 2nd In- ,Ruffner said about 750 U. S.
fantry Division in Korea. Later instructors are ,caching
future
he headed the "Hell-Oh-Wheels" German instructors in use of
2nd Armored Division in Germ- the equipment. The training proany before taking over this job. gram for German officers and
So far, the 'strength of the non-corns both here and in the
Bundeswehr is- about 58,000 men. United States is going ,so well
It is scheduled to reach 96,000 that it will be pos,sible to withby the end of -this year and draw most' of the American
when the army. reaches full Instructors within another si x
strength of 12 divisions, the months.
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
United Press Staff Correspondent United States will have furnished
the arms for six of them.
TRIES SANTA'S ROUTE
BONN. West Germany (1/1 NORTH HOLLYWOOD, Calif.
Ruffner said the Germans alArner,can tanks, guns and ammunition for the new West ready have received substamial IF - Drew Daniels, 9, was
German army are rollin3 in as quantities of M 47 medium tanks certain today that Banta Claus
.atst as the Germans
take and M41 light tanks, 15i and 105. is not going to come down his
.rillimeter self-propelled artil- chimney this year.
them over.
Drew came hothe from school
lery, ammunition, 90 mlllimeter
The United States is gi
this ally G. the free West $1 anti-a .r-raii g u n s, bulldozers, and found the 'front door locked
billion in armaments to equip wreckers, he.ayy machineguns and so he decided 'to try Santa's
wine. He became stuck eight
a 'good part of what will ulti- electronic equipment.
mately be a 500,000 man army ' Nothing aas Jeen agreei uprm feet from the top of the ctumney.
Maj. Gen. Clark I.. Ruffner, ..1.,okit equipping the Germs
the man in 4charge. of turning with such non-conventional weaover the arms, told .United Press pons as th ffene-t John, Cormiss:les •
that since the first shipment poral or Nike
m
atomic
of heavy stuff arrived at Bre- or the 280 mietcr
PRODUCE
merhaven May 15, shipments cannon.
111 EAST MAIN
"Anything of that sort would
have been on or ahead of target
The fallowing prices are
have to be a NATO decision,"
dates.
beIng pad this week.
"The equipment we are de- Ruffner said.
The U. S. also has given the
livering is all in Class A conCram, 4 day
45c
dition-exactly the same stuff Germans 49 jet trainers of the
40c
over four day
our own troops are using," he two-seater Harvard class and,
14c
turned back 18 former German , Heavy Hens
said.
Leghorn%
12c
Ruffner, 53, wkin the Distin- minesweepers which had sailed
7c
guished Service Cross for ex- under American colors since Roosters
traordinary heroism in action 1945.

age

Most Perfect
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FIVE ROOM unfurnished house,
syllable Oct. 1. Call R. W.
Churchill. Phone 7.
S27C

PIANOS. Complete line new and Used electric clipper. Good conSpeed Queen wringer wash*.
used. All sizes and tys in stock. ditiitn. Call 1103
TF
Call M. G. itiehardson. Phone
Seiburn White Pianos, 403 Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.
s26c
S2SC
4 -WHEEL tractor wagon. 1950
L
.
NOTICE
Chevrolet 3/4 ton pickup truck. COMPLETE Bedroom suite. Will
•••=0
Good condition. Call ID-6-3427. sell cheap. Mrs. Bob McCuiston,
SERVICES
SAVE 91.00 on Terri-Lee anti
OFFERED
S27P 503 Olive., phone 33.
S25C
_
Connie Linn dolls by laying-J
BOYS light blue jacket. size '4, Electric stove and refrigerator. away now for Christmas. $1.00
Will keep children in my home
one good used tricycle. Phone For further information Phone will hold the doll. Offer good
Also will db washing and ironing.
1094-1L
ITC 752-J.
S26P through Sept. The Cherry's.
Phone 293-R, 810 Broad
S28C
S27C
FOR SALE
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.7.-Wheel track
2-ininish island
11-Mure valdd
10-111lne
11-Hitter vetch
I
WInaed
IP-Goddess of
healing
112-- hInsdaft title
22-Genipe of
23- itoyal
2:1--ltark
n7appiphle
27-Pertaining te
the no-.
23- Wocden pia
:10-Crafty
"2--I Mist rout •
34-2.1rpt.

WANI' TO BUY used reach-in
cobic ft. to 4S
refrigerator,
cu. ft. 'size. Phone 157 or 1050.
Wanted: Local man over 30,
S27P
age no limit, to handle collectkins. Will be branch manager
LOST & FOUND
if qualified. If interestet; write
--_J
full particulars to R. P. Gholson,
Box 72j Paducah, Kentucky.
LOST: Beagle hound. Don Fortanberry, Atiartment 64, Orchard
Heights,
S27P
.KADICATE

reoltry houses throughout Como-Lund
czN-77.es the same remarkable story...

n

FITELP WANTED

GRETCHEN DAHM, 21, poses
appropriately in New York after being chosen America's
most perfect fashion model as
queen of the Fashion-O-Rams
show.
(international,

PREVEN

PRODUCES A DOZEN EGGS.
AT AhtetsihtiA LOW COST!
ilt-fink vamp of taeversity-spoosored to„:1

TPW PESTRUr2TIVE 1r1/A1TF
FREE INSPECTION_

RSV,/ IVIC7 7 7 -:5 LT
COST V
TO FUODUCS
A ;30ZI:I1 C...7.4 3?
1E3
You con c;..)

TERMITES

ebb•ricle
4:1-R•n•
47-Pen'4
-Rodst-na
161-Table's lid
5-1-Arsny meal
- Knock
3.1-Mature
CT -SeettlA eels
59-Period of time
50-(`onilensed
moisture
13-A state a bar.)

-Licensed and InsuredSam Kelley

Phan,. 4.41

t.4% it0V3J1THAN AVL.'4C.77,
Kel!ey's Pest

tee

Ceti 4,01zi

•1011111••

to.•

'

tie Vki
i
•

cat=

!tort riPA
'
POVN

cons::a n

by ARCHIE JOSCELYN
C 1256. Bot fun, & :Uri, Inc., publisher of the book. Reprinted by se.--1111
permission. Distributed by King Features S741.31Cate.

ret
these accusations against you - lantern smoked on a table Now
"IT'S a IlEsif)i 11U.SIIIGS5 your go. well, all 1 can say is that, if I he checked.
"How do you mean, stopped?"
ine alone into the Indian was in charge here, I'd take a
he demanded. "If Dolf Kinney
camp at such a time," Blake different course."
-Thanks. Now I can go ahead can't do it, who can?"
pointed Out to Kinney.
Eklund's smile was gentle, cal....-Sure it's risky. But it's the and talk. I suppose the wires
culating, while he remained seatway- the only chance there hav4, been cut?'
is. To save Narcissa. 1 mean, and
"Within the last hour, yes. ft ed and drummed err the edge of
marbe do more than that. And I loo like a mighty bad situation, the table with his fingers.
"Maybe nobody," he conceded.
figure I can handle the situation." and getting worse. The only hope
"You have my permission to I can pee is in Kinney-and ord- "It won't be easy. But I figure
there's a chance. I'd tike to
mighty
that
try," Blake agreed. "Under the inarily I'd think he was a
try, Bill."
circumstances. 1 ,can't do any- libakrstick to lean -on."
"You!" McKinstry collapsed in*There's no hope in him," Ekthing else, and I appreciate what
you are attempting. If we had lund agreed quietly. "I'll give him to another chair opposite. "You
ammunition with which to fight credit for one thing, Bill. He's really think there's a chance that
t._war, or even one good battle, It gone out there to try and save you could do something-if you
Might be a different story," he Narcissa, because I guess that, in were loose to try?"
"I think it's the best, and mayhis way, he thinks a lOt of her.
Added meaningly.
Kinney shock his head regret- And he figures he can rescue her be the only chance, for everyfully, "I know what you'mean," merely by sayin' the word. You body," Eklund agreed. "I'm a
he agreed. "And while you have- see, he's the man the chief takes doctor, Bill. The only medico in
n't said so, Ma2or. I figure that orders from-or he has, up to this whole country now. And
'Mere are certain factors that
this is -all my fault, our being now."
"You're suggestin' something might be on my side."
caught short the way we are.
"Do you want me to go to the
Like I told you, the invoices that I've been doing a lot of wonshowed everything shipped as dering about," McKinstry said. major and ask him to give you a
chance? I'll do it if you say so.
ordered. But when it comes to "What's the rest of it?"
"Kinney's been 'running gone but it won't do a damned bit of
unloading, those supplie$. we
needed most weren't in the wag- and whiskey to the Indians. I good. He's a soldier by the book
ons. I've sent a mighty hot letter know because I helped do it. At -and it'd be ag'in regulations!"
"And he's never learned to be
4,ack, and men to try and trace least with the whiskey. I ba1ked
14ere the boxes Might have been when it came to guns, and that's human," Eklund supplied. "No, I
eide-tracked. Providin' they were." why he turned me in to the maj- know it would be a waste of
or, like tip threatened. I don't breath' to approach him, Bill. I
"V.hat do you mean?"
"Qt116.1 sate?" Kinney shrug- know just how far he'd aimed to think we've both sized him up
ged. "Such things don't just hap- go, but congiderin' that ammuni- right. It's up to you. That's why
tion and other needed supplies I asked if you were my friend.
pen by accident."
to
"And we're faced with trouble haven't come thrc•:gh for the It's not a thing that I like
things
and nothing to put in our guns!" army, I figure he was going all ask-but there are bigger
officer."
superior
than duty to a
the way."
McKinstry interjected grimly.
McKinstry was silent a while.
-That pretty well jibes with
"That seems to be the size of
if
His answer, when it came, was
Bii+
why.
suspected.
It, Captain," Kinney agreed. what I'd
"Which is just one More reason he's got that much influence there, mildly surprising.
"It just happens that I know
vhy I aim to try and stop this do you say there's no hope in
something about what you're in
hing short of a real bustout!" He him?"
"Because the situation isn't for, End," he said. "I didn't guess
looked around, nodded.
but I
"Since you're agreeable, Major. what it was. Oates was ninnin' that .you were Davidson,
Chickamauga-back
I won't waste any more time. rrn guns for him, and when- 410 was was there at
caught. Kinney tried to double- in '63. In fact, though I don't bestartin'--now!"
even knew the
"And he's gone." McKinstry re- cross him and get him killed. He lieve that. you
who was to
ported to FXtind. a few minutes figured that Oates wouldn't be of name of the man
squad, which you
later. Technically. since he was any more use to him: also that face your firing
command-I happen to
an-officer and Eklund a prisoner. he might talk, under pressure. It refused to
thoughtfully
he supposed that he shouldn't vis- didn't work. Oates got away, and be the man. You
all
the papers relating
chucked
it him without permission from he's remenaberin' that double
the fire when you
the major. On the other hand, cross. He's pushed things far and to the ease in
caused confusion
"Eklund was his friend, and with pretty fast. 1,Vhich shows he has left, and that
hoped it would.
as vital an interest in what was ability and the ear of the chief. and delay, as you
"Which resulted in a new in'transpiring as any man could There'll be a showdown when
and I was cleared. I
have. Also, if he were to ask per- Kinney gets there. And, one way vestigation.
thought of telling the major the
mission, McKinstry knew that it or another, Oates will win."
know 'them, but of
facts
as
I
McKinstry eyed him lb horror.
woirld be granted.
happened to me
Eklund looked at him gravely. "You make it sound as logical as course what
you in his eyes.
He'd had time to do a lot of the rules of war," he groaned. wouldn't help
guilty of gross &relicThinking since being locked up, "But, good- lord; man, don't you You were
desertion. Well,
and now things were beginning to see what this means? If Oates _Bon of duty, of
be guilty of one or
fall into place, events 'fitting as wins that showdown, it's not only I'm ready to
the finish for Narcissa, but for both, with the stakes a Jot more
In a pattern.
just let you out
"Hilt," he said, "I'm a prisoner all of us' We've nothing to fight Important. Do 1
of here, or do I go with you?"
held under several mighty with, and they'll go all out!"
"For the present, you'd better
"Unless thy can be stopped,
serious charges. But your coming
Come along_with me," Eklund de4teee-44t4* wa?...- makes me sure of before it gets started," Ekj
cided. 'Wet to-thelndian camp,
what I've figured all along-that agreed quietly.
or the last few minutes, Mc- Bill, but to town. 1 have a hunch
t rmartt-to-turvestigsterbeforeMc- Kinstry had emiffirliff- Ma"You're right about
anything else."
Kinstry agreed, "And I'm. proud lion, striding tip era down the em- doing
.
(To Be Contained)
guardhouse,
while
the
to call you mine, Doc. As (Cr fines of the
CHAPTER 32
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RICARDO MONTALBAN and RHONDA FLEMING
in a scene `from the new Technicolor production,
"THE QUEEN OF BABYLON, which opens tomorrow at the Varsity Theatre for a two-day engagement.
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he said,
t to her
I think
In fact,
get me

while

'fest Cerinan
Government
Takes Arms

CASHIER for "Man Buried Alive" show at Murray Drive-In
Theatre during the day. Contact
Mr .Brown at the theatre. Phone
2065.
TFC
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VERY
APPENED

'SOMETHING'•
.)

FUNNY

KNOW

WEEK I SPILLED
HAIR TONIC ON IT

LAST

SOME

THAT OLD
BEARSKIN
RUG IN THE
DEN?

By Al Capp

1.11' ABNER

Would you

Are You a Run-down
Ridiculous Runt?

like

to look
like me?

WHAT A MAUI- AH'LL SEND IN /17
7rir
PITCHER 0' 4A1-I ANEMIC,PITIFUL
BODY, AN' MEESDE STRONGNOSE
KIN HELP ME!?

is

I, Stanley
Strongno se,
can make a

of
a

it
les-

you!!

Send

in

photo

of

your anernit,
pitiful body
and I will
teach you how
Coaryts..fr;"-"% TELOWL
Mot IS I Pet 0•-•I •••••
I••••••

to build your-

Of Course You Are !
ABRIE an' SLATS

self up ! !

TECHNI- COL
BoTTuNG PLANT

THAT'S PSEERECTYOU TAKES A
SWIG 0' THIS
STUFF AND
ON YOUR TV
SET-

AND (GASP)
YOU MEAN I'LL
SEE

0••••••Mb. Ye.

S. Raeburo
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C.. Ms to wood

*WIRY-

THING IN
COLOR .!

•
MEANWHILE...r7T'S SENSATIONAL- 1
11415 TECHNI- COLA
MAKES 'EM SEE EVERYTHING
114 COLOR!?

Van Burs
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931 Students
Enter Almo
This Year

.44

•

4,

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,

It

TUVADAY -

also should mean a bigger audLikes Newsman Job
ience for our show. We'll be
he Channel Swim
A
mum like 'The Big Surup against Phil Silver, but- 1
know the feeling of our people prise' can hold its big ratings
By WILLIAM EWALD
, is that we'll get better than for what would you say, another
United Press Staff Correspondent
half the audience. We'll bee; two years? And an actor is
constantly at the mercy of
NEW YORK IP
The charnel
Silvers,"
ducers and directors. But a
• swim...
Replaced Barry
newsman can grow in his job
"The $61,000 Challenge" will
Here we are again after a
took
Wallace
over
as emcee of 1— it's far more satisfying," said
spring a surprise this Sunday nice cool day and some very
NBC-TV's "The Big Surprise"' Wallace.
, Edward G. Robinson. currently
j cool nights right back into sumlast spring replacing Jack Barry.
Two hundred thirty-one stu- appearing in Broadway's "1110,11e
By WILLIAM EWALD
"However, The Big Surprise'!liter again.
"It's very strange," said Waldents In the lower grades and of the Night." will square , if f United Press Staff C
pondent
two hundred-twenty-one upper :against actor Vincent Pre', in
lace. "it actually started out te- was pretty hard for me to turn
But this is fine weather for
— "The Big one show and ended up ie down when the emcee job was cutting and housing tobacco and
NEW YORK
grade students entered a newly the "art" category.
offered last April. It's a pretty are sure most people will get
decorated Alm° High Sett
Robinson. incidentally, sh,,tild Surprise," a $100,000 quiz show, apother. In fact, this season
September 1. to begin their work be plenty busy this month - the trots into view Tuesday evening they almost changed the 'title legitimate quiz. We don't squirt done cutting this week,
seltzer or kiss mothers. This is
tlf the school year.
Most women are getting their
'following Sunday, he'll do a to help make Tuesday the fat to "The Big Prize," but decided
a legit contest."
Parents, teachers and students'scene from "11440$dle of the Night" money night on TV this season. against it.
canning done, just pears and
This fall's Tuesday lineup lists
are deeply grateful to ttecce who ' on the Ed Sullivan Show.
"The set, if you remember,
There has been some talk that apples to take care of.
were responsible for the school
No sickness other than Mr.
Sidney LuMet. Gloria Vander- a quartet of other giveaways — was a kind of monstrosity when NBC-TV deliberately shifted the
Tune,"
"Name
"The
$84,000
That
the show began last year. Now,
redecoration. The students are !bilt's new marriage partner. has
$100.000 show to Tuesday night W. M. Stubblefield and he is
also very proud of the new steel just been signed as one of the Question" and -Do Yu Trust it's exciting. tighter. Everybody
so that CBS-TV's "The $64,000 Just about the same.
lockers.
Mrs. Lela Culp was Monday
I directors for the NBC-TV fall Your Wife" — all on CBS-TV seemed to be wandering aim- question" might seem anti-cliAn inspirational devotion was Alcoa series. It looks now as and the new $250.000 version of lessly about on the old set.
afternoon visitor of the Houston
matic later in the evening.
given by Bill Williams, the new ,if "I Remember Mama" and -Break The Bank" scheduled to
"And they've made all those
Millers
hte
coach. Mr. William Miller., the 'Gerald McBoing Boing" will be,be unwrapped Oct. 9 on NBC- rules leas complicated and abo
"I really can't see that." said
Mrs,
Verndell
Snow
and
principal, welcomed the parcnts i dropped into late Sunday after- TV.
the progression in which con- Wallace. "People who like quiz daughters
rs Brenda and Kay visit"Conceivably, this means, that testants win money."
who attended the opening exerm noon on CBS-TV.
shows will watch both programs. ed her parents Mr. and Mes.
cise and introduced the faculty.! ABC-TV decided to junk two say, a half million dollars could
The 38-year old Wallace, who; In fact, I think it may wind up Bert Hodges Wednesday afterMr. Williams and Mrs. Dube* l df its fall programs. "Frontier I be shelled out on any Tuesday is an actor and also runs a daily! with viewers watching the entire noon.
Douglas are new teachers.
People are beginning to get
'Judge" and 'The Joan Davis. night on TV this year." points news show over a local station lineup of quiz shows each TuesThe following - sponsors and Show" — couldn't land sponsors.' out Mike Wallace, emge of "Big here, makes no secret of the fact day just to see how close the ready for winter, buying coal
class officers have been elected: The one hour hole in the ABC- Surprise."
that he prefers his newsman networks can come to giving and fixing chimneys.
Senior class— Jerry Arthberre. Ty Thursday night schedule will
"In feet, it could' go even role to any of his other TV away a million dollars in one
Houston Miller had his chimpresident: Charles Peeler, vice be filled by "Circus," an adult 1 higher. And the ribw time period chores.
evening."
ney fixed last week.
president: Janice Arteberry. sec- version of "Super Circus."
rebirY; Ii. Mae Hopkins, treeWe may be in for a bumpy !,
surer; Glenda Elkins., reporter.. season. Phil silvers has. signed !
Mr. William
Miller. sponsor, burlesque artist Beverly Ander- ,
Junior class— Donsild Cleaver, son for one of his CBS-TV
presi_ ,
president. Ted Lovett, vice
and NBC-TV will exhibit
dent; Wanda Taylor. secretary:
Ales on its
N
17
tummy-tosser
Betty June Roberts, treasurer. Sept.
spec, "The
Hallene Perry. reporter: Mr, Mil- .
e iss Ates nits
Play Favorites." Miss
ton Walston. sponsor.
girl who makes Elvis Presley
the like the Statue of Liberty.
Sophomore class— F r a n CC s , look
Walst,pn. prelidene. Annette ParOne of the dark horse entries
ker, vice president: Geneva Jack- "
on the upcoming NBC-TV "The ,
son. secretary-treasurer. Brenda '. Meet Beautiful Girl in t h e
Johnson. reporter; Mr. D. J" Muis a 44-yeer old house- .
ler. sponsor. Freshman eliss-- World"
(torn'
, the Midwest. Her
wife
4 Anita. Hargis. president- Evelyn'
hubby nominated her as the
Paschall. vice president: Judy'
looting chick in this section '
Elkins. secretarv-treasurer: Rita o
her th country. ,
Hargis, reporter, Mr. N. P. Pase
Jae le Gleason is trying hto
chall. sponsor.
• • slice off 20 more pounds —
Eigthth grade— Faye Hutchins:, has dropped from 279 to 242. '
president: FI C. Edwards.
vice Remember Johnny Berardino, the
president; Linda Miller, secretary:i Arnerican League infielder? JohnDennis Stalls,
-s
Merriweather. ' reporter; :Mr. 12:1'"DuPont Ca
n'
di this
ee Theater"
n valciaid
Williams. sponsor. Seventh- grade Sept 111
"
ijackee on -Ford
e.a 1h7
an
od
hpl
ea .
o
Te
— Gail Brandon. president: Ron- .
aid Jackson. vice president; Mar- , Frank Sinatra wanted to dem- !
tha Hill, secretary; Clyde Tid- , onstrate his recipe for spaghetti 1
' well, treasurer; Shela Burkeen.!sauce on "Person To Person",
reporter; Cheerleaders— Donna i but Ed Murrow thumbed out the
Ramsey and Joyce Ahem Mrs.Ii idea — seems it takes Sinatra
Dulcie Douglas, sponsor. ,
!seven minutes to mix the ,inuts. much too static a bit
.1.
.
Fifth grade— Morita N e 111.
the show.
Evans. president; Don Lee Math- - for the
is, vice president; Diane Beale,
Clint Walker. star of ABC-TV's
secretary.
." has turned scribbler
. The .editortal staff sOf the 1151
asseently submitted a script
eleit-ict. Led biied on the Western seri
been
WallInS
'hashas
beg=
on it.
work
. and is. working on another. Ten' nessee Ernie has a rather curious
A "BOY"
FOR ROSE
clause in his-new_ NBC-TV con•,
NEW YOFtK fr — After 18. tract—it entitles him to take
days of vigorously.'sheltering her at . least one month off every
new baby. Rose finally let every- year for • hunting and fishing.
one' in on the good news — it's
And did you hear about the
a boy'. John Galam was relieved, husband who bought a TV . set,
, The Central Park Zoo supervisor because everybody in his family
hid not been able to get close' likes opera? He likes grand
enough to the • infant hippo to- opera, his wife likes soap opera
determine its sex.
and his kid likes hoss opera.
I

Tuesday Is
Fat Money
Night Of TV

T

Green Creek
News

SEPTEMBER 2:i, 110.11

TIN CAN TROPHY
Well, I don't know about other
—
SAN JOSE, Calif.
people hut we could IlSr a good
rain.. Pastures and gardens are American Can will present a
drying up and too dry for plant- trophy mounted on a sever plaque to the city of San Jose.
ing turnips and other greens.
The trophy is the 10-billiontga
Our sympathy to the families tin can produced by the firg
of Mrs. Lorene Henson who since it began operations in San
passed away last Sunday. She Jose in 1912.
will be missed by all who knew
her.
A PHILOSOPHIC VERDICT
Mrs. Ruby St. John and little
HONOLULU 411% --Circuit Judge
daughter Betty and Mr and Mrs.
Houston Miller went to see Obie William Fairbanks waxed philoHart on Tuesday afternoon. He sophically as he sentenced Alfred
is able to be up and about some. Ehai, 33, and Joseph Walolua.
News is scarce so will see you 43, to 10-year prison terms tor
again soon.
forgery after learning both web
on relief.
St114DOG
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Pottery Planters
LARGE SELECTION — LOW PRICES

Shirley Florist
500 N. 4th

Plione 188

THIS IS WHERE
TOMORROW
STARTS

•

•

•
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MARGARET OFF TO AFRICA

new inner car gives you
NEW'KIND of FORD
, for 1957.! Coming Ottober 3r.sl.
On Wednesday, October 3rd, Ford Dealers. throughout the'
United States will unveil a new kind of automobile!
Cars are involved in every Attterican's life. News of a new kind
of car is the biggest kind of news to millions of Americans.
The Big New Kind of Ford is that kind of news ...
a car totally new in design from crest to trunk lock.
Thi$ completely new automotive package will sell at
the traditionally low Ford prices.
This makes possible a new high standard of such honest-togoodness value that it actually increases the purchasing power
of your automobile dollar.
2
When you see it, other cars will look out of date, because ...
This is Where Tomorrow Starts. . .with a Big New Kind of Ford!

PIUNCESS MARGARET gets a smiling sendoff at London airport
as she leaves for a eve-week tour of Britain's Africa colonies.
Well-wishers are Colonial Secretary Lennox Boyd and Queen
/International Radii:m*6Mo...
Motner Elizabeth.

The New Kind of Ford is the fullest, most eloquent expression of Ford's special personalitythe youthful grace, the whiplash action-and
the reputation for durability known wherever
there's a road.
To all this we have added true elegance-2
kind of elegance never before seen in the lov,".
price field.
than skin-deep. Modern
Elegance is
I .1
de-Sign goes Tar U
cnrome
•IO make a
ly elegant you have to
start deep-down hisicie.

DORIA HEARING WITNESSES

The New Inner Ford
The Inner Ford-the ear ytei cannot see-is a
very remarkable struc4ure. Its frame is actually
a cradle. Side members extend almost the full
laxly width.
The driveshaft has been lowered to connect
with the differential, virtually at its lowest point.
This is one of several factors that makes practical the lowering of over-all height by as much
as 4 inches.
The side rails, extended almost to the full
:axis svi.ltli, serve not only as supporting
inemrscts but as concealed side bumpers of
'ti(11011.

TWO OFFICERS of the liner Stockholm. which rammed and mask
the liner Andrea Dalga is 4/441 Atlantic, are shown In Nast York At
pre-trial deposition bearing on the stinking. They are Capt. H.
Gunnar Nordenqon (left) and Ernest Carstens-Johansen, third
officer. The Italian line is suing for $25,000,000 and the Swedish
!international Boundphoteg
countersumg for $2,000,000.
uulit ....11__s
ru

• ,,
7ot
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The New Ford Body
The new Ford body is a triumph of engineering
in steel-steel cushioned for luxury, steel insulated against sound, steel joined to steel for
tremendous strength, steel designed to give you
greater safety.
1.)oory, roof, floor and body 'panels are insulated for "sound conditioning" throughout
the car.
The doors close with the solid finality of a
bank '• a I'It. Even the door-lock button has been
MON ecl up front-easier for you to rich, but out
of the children's reach. '
The new body is mounted on twenty liverubber mounts to keep your ride silent, solid
and secure.
All these features were engineered to give
yous solid new kind of comfort.
The New Ford Ride
The way a car rides is more than the way it
moves-it starts with the way it sits.
The `Sew Kind of Ford sits six people AN no
other loe -priced car has ever sat theni six
elbow. ‘, isle in each seat, with deep space
21•0111
each one of six knees. And above all

that space, there's hat room to spare for all six
passengers.
' With that sitting basis, the engineers then
designed the new rock-solid velvet-road ride.
The 1957 Ford rides low, solid, with a firm,
deep mad-holding feel. Yet it's a light-hearted,
flight-hearted ride-this car is responsive. nimble,
agile, with a proud easy movement through
traffic and away to the head of the turnpike.
The New Ford Choice
Ford offers not only one, but tvvo sizes of cars
. . . each on its own extended wheelbase . . .
each with its own body shell .. . each with its
own styling.
_
_First, the two Fairlane Series on a 118-inch
wheelbase. The Fairlane 500•5 come in 5 body
types, a four-door sedan, a two-door sedan, a
two- and four-door Victoria with no center
pillars, and a convertible coupe.thp same body
types (except for the convertible) are available
in the Fairlane Series.
Both Fairlane Series introduce an innovation
through. the use of special window ornamentation and narrow center pillars. Both four-door
and two-door sedans have true hardtop styling.
Second, two Custom Series mounted on the
I16-inch wheelbase chassis. In the- Custom 300
Series, a four-door and a two-door sedan are
distinguished from the Custom models by more
luxurious interiors and elaborate trim The
Custom Series also includes a Business Setkin.
The Custom 300 and Custom models are
lower, heavier, and livelier than any cars selling
in Ford's price range today.
Beyond all these, you also have your choice
of five Station Wagons - the famous glamour
Cruisers that are the champions in this field!
The New Ford look
That low, low cradle-span frame means a low,
low car. The Fairlane 500 is only four feet eight
inches from road to roof! The Custom is Just
over four feet nine inches!
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The New Ford is not only low - but long.
Ford gives you more than 17 feet of elegant
length in the Fairlane Series, a shade less in the
Custom. And 5J1 that length and lowness is
shaped in a design that is wonderfully, radically
new in American automobiles!
Its personality is glittering, sophisticated. It's
a nice kind of fun just to look at it.
It's high-priced in every' was except price.
The New Ford Performance
if you're a bug on horsepower and like it big,
the new Silver Anniversary ‘•.8's are fur you.
You can have up to 245 wonderful Thunderbini
horsepower in any Ford model. There's a nandcrate - and really' moderate - extra charge for
this engine of 31;:l cubic inches with its 4-barrel
carburetor. It's the honey of them all.
For "Six" lovers. we ve got a beauty, too-the
144-hp Mileage Maker Six. It costs less because
it costs less to make. But it's the same quality.
The only difference is that it costs less to buy,
less to nun and hasn't quite the zoom of the \'engines. Six or V-8, the going is great!
Here is where your own tomorrow starts
It starts at the nearest Ford Dealer'v sliaterorrn!
'Tlie cars will be there on ‘‘ednesdas, October 3.
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They will be standing still on the floor-lout
they' will seem to Ix. moving, for they have a
quicicsilver kOid of beauty that just doesn't
stand still.
Every line has a "machined' rightness" to it,
the sharp clear-cut stamp of beauty wrapped
around nowt's-.
These are the best Fords of ash lives.
They are the first symbols out of Detroit of
a new automotive age that is beginning for you,
1957 came early this year.
• awe
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This is where tomorrow staffs - at your Ford
Dealer's.
.S6
This'is when your tomorrow starts - October
3rd.

Come in and see us for the Big New Kind of Ford!

- PARKER MOTORS
Murray, Ky.

Phone 373
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